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TRANSCRIPT

Reviewing the Finished Yarns and Fibres

Welcome back. Now we’re gonna talk about the yarn and the fibre that we handpainted at the studio. So using that 
handpainting technique we produced a skein that has very, very distinct colour sections. So you can see how we 
dyed this. We folded it in half and we were dyeing it across the skein. So the thing that’s very important to know 
about handpainted skins is that because they are in this circular skein format and because we have dyed these 
sections very, very distinct colour sections, they are going to repeat over and over and over again as you knit. And 
so, depending on the circumference or the width of the project that you’re working on, these colours may begin to 
stack on top of each other as you’re knitting them and produce that pooling effect that you may or may not like. 

So, this is something that you’ll have to work with as you’re working with handpainted yarns. So that is generally 
what we think of when we’re thinking about a multi-coloured variegated yarn. Now one of the things that I did 
while I was dyeing the yarn at the studio was this green colour, we were using that pistachio dye straight out of the 
dye-stock solution and then we added a touch of colour that was sort of a magenta colour, sort of the opposite side 
of the colour wheel because we wanted to subdue that green a little bit. And so you can see that there’s a lot more 
variation happening in this green kinda colour. There’s stuff happening here as opposed to the fibre that we dyed. 
The fibre that we dyed we used that colour straight. 

This is the spinning fibre that we dyed using the same concentrations of dye-stock solutions, the same quantities 
of dye-stock and the only difference is that we didn’t add any of that magenta colour to the pistachio green colour. 
So you can see it’s still very, very sharp and vibrant and very, very lime green. But this is the spinning fibre that we 
dyed. And this is a great way to make sure that your spinning fibre has very solid chunks of uninterrupted colour. 

So I’m just gonna unbraid this fibre a little bit so you can see what I’m talking about. So you can see here those are 
your colour sections coming out and this is how it was dyed in the tray. So when you’ve handpainted these very 
big, distinct sections of colour, when you go to spin it it will actually produce areas of pure colour as opposed to the 
previous lesson we did with the low water immersion. When you spin that fibre, you’ll produce more of a heathered, 
more blended effect. But if you want true, pure, distinct colour, you’ll have to spin from a handpainted fibre. 

Now, using a handpainted spinning fibre like this you can do so many different things with this. You can spin this 
end to end, you can strip this into multiple, into multiple strips here and you can divide all of this colour, you can 
Navajo ply it, you can make an ombre yarn, you can do so many different things with a handpainted fibre like this. 

So finally, one of the big considerations with handpainted yarn and creating colourways for handpainted yarn is 
to look at where the colours meet. So, where the blue and the green meet, there’s gonna be some mixing of these 
colours. And so it’s gonna produce more of a blue-green. Where this green and this olive green meet, there’s also 
a little bit of mixing and blending. Where the olive and the brown meet, there is, again, a mixing of these colours. 
Now, if I had put the auburn brown right next to the blue and put those two together, it would’ve formed a much 
more murky green, gray, brown mix between those two colours. And so when I’m created a handpainted colourway, 
I’m really thinking about how the two adjacent colours are going to mix and combine. Again, if you’re using, like, 
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complimentary colours, if I’m using a blue next to an orange, that’s gonna produce sort of a murky brown, murky 
green colour. Again, like putting a red right next to a green, again, that’s gonna produce a mixed up brown colour. 
So that may or may not be something that you want. So this is again something to just consider when you’re putting 
together handpainted colourways. 

And finally, the very last thing is if you have chosen to handpaint your skein in colours that are kind of very 
disparate or they seem like they are not cohesive, that they don’t go well together and you’re disappointed by your 
handpainted skein, one of the things that you can do is you can pop this back into an immersion dye pot and over-
dye with another colour and that colour will unify all of the colours that are in your handpainted skein. So that’s a 
really great way to sort of help fix a colourway that you are not really happy with. So we did mention over-dyeing 
and immersion dyeing in the first course, the dyeing intentional colour. And so you can look at that and consider 
how you might wanna over-dye a handpainted skein like this. 

I’d also love to hear from you guys about how you use handpainted skeins, what you choose to use them for and, 
yeah, what’s your favorite way to work with these yarns?


